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Abstract

We analyse one-dimensional (1D) subwavelength atom localisation in a cold atomic medium
under the action of two optical fields, the standing-wave and travelling probe fields, in the
presence of a magnetic field. Optical Bloch equations are solved numerically for the hyperfine
atomic transition Fg = 2 → Fe = 1 of the 87Rb D1 line. All Zeeman sublevels are included in
the calculations. This atomic scheme allows electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)
if the applied magnetic field is zero or small. The results for the position-dependent probe
absorption are presented for two configurations, depending on the orientation of the magnetic
field with respect to the optical fields’ polarisations. The efficiency of the atom localisation
is analysed for a large range of field intensities and applied magnetic fields. The observed
behaviour of the probe absorption is analysed through the effects of EIT induced by two fields
of various strengths and its dependence on the applied magnetic fields.
Keywords: 1D atom localisation, electromagnetically induced transparency, Zeeman effect
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1. Introduction

Considerable interest is in realising atom localisation by coherent population trapping [19] and electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) [20], also phase-dependent EIT in closedloop atomic schemes, Autler–Townes microscopy [21], STIRAP
(stimulated Raman adiabatic passage) [22] etc. Studies were performed by utilising position-dependent quantities like probe field
absorption [23, 24], atom excited state population [25–27], spontaneously emitted photon [21, 28–31] and Raman gain [32, 33].
While early studies on atom localisation were mainly for
one-dimensional localisation, recent studies also analyse realisations of two-dimensional localisation [24, 30, 31], since
they provide more information on the atom position, better
spatial resolution and could potentially find more applications. Moreover, recent studies [34, 35] suggest the realisation
of three-dimensional atom localisation. The newly established
domain of subwavelength localisation, named sub-half-wavelength localisation, analyses techniques that give information on the atom position within the half wavelength distance
[29, 36, 37]. Only a few experimental realisations of the atom
localisation effect have been performed [34, 38–40] so far.
In studies of atom localisation, an atom is considered
to be localised if narrow structures can be observed in the

During the past two decades there has been considerable attention in developing various techniques for precision position
measurements of an atom moving through a standing-wave
field [1]. Due to the fact that the dynamics of the atomic systems is position dependent within a standing-wave, by measuring the position-dependent quantities of the system, one
can attain information on the position of the atom in the subwavelength domain. Interest in studying the atom localisation
effect lies in potential applications for the precise measurement of atom position in laser cooling and trapping of atoms
[2, 3], Bose–Einstein condensation [4, 5], atom nanolithography [6–8], the measurement of the centre-of-mass wave function of moving atoms [9, 10] etc.
Early developed methods for atom localisation were
based on measurements of the phase shifts of standing waves
[11, 12], or atomic dipole [13, 14], resonance imaging methods
[15, 16] entanglement between the atom position and its internal
state [17], Ramsey interferometry [18] etc. Recent techniques
to achieve atom localisation are mainly based on the atomic
coherence of internal states and quantum-interference effects.
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localisation pattern, i.e. a position dependence of measurable quantity. The number of narrow structures in one subwavelength domain shows the detecting probability, the width
shows the localisation precision, while the positions indicate
where the atom is localised. Most theoretical studies on atom
localisation use simple atomic schemes constituted of several atomic levels. This enables analytical expressions to be
obtained from which one can read the choice of parameters
(field strengths, detunings, relative phase etc) which yields the
most efficient atom localisation.
We perform a numerical study and analyse the efficiency
of one-dimensional (1D) atom localisation by using two
orthogonal optical fields, the standing-wave and travelling
probe fields. Atom localisation studies often use the detuning
of the optical field from the resonance for control of localisation. Here, we assume that both fields are on the resonance of
Fg = 2 → Fe = 1 transition, D1 line in 87Rb, while the shift of
energy levels from the resonances is done by applying a magn
etic field. This atomic scheme is known to support Zeeman
EIT, a quantum phenomenon due to the coherent superposition of magnetic sublevels, manifested in the reduced absorption of the optical field if zero or a small magnetic field is
applied. The numerical calculations are done by solving
Optical Bloch equations for a multiple-level atomic scheme
with all the Zeeman sublevels taken into consideration. Two
configurations, with different orientations of magnetic field,
along the standing-wave or along the probe field polarisation, are analysed. The advantage of numerical analysis is
that we can apply arbitrary strengths of optical and magn
etic fields. The optical fields’ intensities range from 10−4 to
102 mW cm−2, the while magnetic fields range from 0 to 5 G.
We analyse the behaviour of the localisation patterns obtained
from the probe field absorption, investigating the effects of
standing-wave and probe intensities, and also the influence of
magnetic fields on the efficiency of 1D atom localisation.
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Figure 1. The geometry of the experiment, with applied magnetic
→
field B and two linearly polarised, mutually orthogonal optical
→
r , t)
fields, standing-wave and probe fields with electric vectors Esw(→
→
→
→
and E probe( r , t ). k probe is the probe field wave-vector. (a) shows the
→
→
→
configuration A: Esw∥B ⊥ E probe ; (b) is the scheme for configuration
→
→
→
B: E probe∥B ⊥ Esw, where we omit the dependence on t and →
r.
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Figure 2. Fg  =  2 and Fe  =  1 hyperfine levels, with notation of
magnetic sublevels and dipole allowed transitions due to selection
rules ∆m = 0 (green lines) and ∆m = ±1 (blue lines).

for different applied magnetic fields and magnitudes of optical
fields’ intensities. From OBE:
i ˆ
i
ˆ ρˆ + γρˆ = γρˆ ,
[H0, ρˆ] + [HˆI , ρˆ] − SE
(1)
0



we calculate the elements of density matrix ρ̂ . The diagonal
elements of the density matrix, ρgi, gi and ρei, ei are the populations, the elements ρgi, gj and ρei, ej are the Zeeman coherences,
and ρgi, ej and ρei, gj are the optical coherences. Here, indexes g
and e stand for the ground and the excited levels, respectively.
In equation (1), Ĥ0 is a Hamiltonian describing Rb atoms
→
in magnetic field B:

2. 1D atom localisation schemes and theoretical
model
We analyse a scheme with two optical fields, standing-wave
and travelling probe fields interacting with cold atoms, in the
presence of a magnetic field. Both fields are linearly polarised
with mutually orthogonal polarisations and propagation directions. We analyse two configurations, i.e. the directions of the
standing-wave and probe field polarisation with respect to the
applied magnetic field:

2Fg + 1

2Fe + 1

i=1

i=1

Hˆ 0 = ∑ ωgi| gi >< gi | + ∑ ωei| ei >< ei | .
(2)

The magnetic sublevels are split due to the Zeeman effect by
E gi = ωgi = E Fg= 2 + µ Bl Fgm giB for ground-state sublevels and
E ei = ωei = E Fe= 1 + µ Bl Fem eiB for excited, where mg(e) are the
magnetic quantum numbers of the ground and excited levels,
µ B is the Bohr magneton and l Fg(e) are Lande the gyromagnetic
factors for the hyperfine levels. E Fg= 2 and E Fe= 1 are the energies of hyperfine levels Fg  =  2 and Fe  =  1 of the free atom,
respectively.
The interaction of atoms with two optical fields is given
with the Hamiltonian:

• Configuration A: The optical standing-wave is linearly
polarised along the magnetic field direction and aligned
along the y-direction. The probe field is linearly polarised
in the y-direction and propagates along the z-axis (see
figure 1(a)).
• Configuration B: The probe field electric vector is collinear with the magnetic field, while the standing-wave is
polarised in the y-direction and aligned along the x-axis
(see figure 1(b)).
Steady-state optical Bloch equations (OBE) are solved for
the Fg = 2 → Fe = 1 transition (see figure 2) in 87Rb, D1 line,

2Fg + 1 2F + 1

e
→
ˆ →
HˆI = −d ⋅ E (r→, t ) = ∑ ∑ Vgi, ej| gi >< ej | + h.c.,
(3)

i=1

2

j=1
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Figure 3. Results for configuration A: three-dimensional representation of the FWHM (a), base-level (b) and contrast (c) of the localisation
pattern structures obtained from the probe absorption Aprobe dependence on the normalised position k swy. The magnitudes of both optical
field intensities take values from 10−4 to 102 mW cm−2 and are given on the logarithmic scale. Several surfaces correspond to several values
of the magnetic field B = 0, 2 and 4 G.
→
→
r , t ) is the
where dˆ is the electric dipole operator and E (→
total electric field oscillating with angular frequency

ωl =

E Fe= 1 − E Fg= 2


→

and for the configuration B and E probe along the x-axis is given
as:

, i.e. both fields are on the resonance of

Fg = 2 → Fe = 1 transition, the D1 line in

Aprobe = Im(χprobe ) = Im[

87

Rb. Vgi, ej are the
ˆ stands
matrix elements of the electric dipole interaction. SE
for the spontaneous emission operator with rate Γ. We assume
relaxation of all the density matrix elements with small rate
γ  Γ due to the mechanism like the finite time of flight or
collisional decay [41]. The term γρˆ0 describes the repopulation of the atomic sample at the same rate, where ρ0 describes
atoms in their initial state, equal population of the ground
Zeeman sublevels. As we are considering cold atomic sample,
the role of Doppler broadening is not discussed.
We apply a Raman–Nath approximation [42], i.e. the
centre-of-mass position of an atom along the direction of the
standing-wave field is nearly constant and therefore we neglect
the atom’s kinetic energy in the Hamiltonian. An electric
dipole and rotating-wave approximations were applied. The
→
quantisation axis is taken along magnetic field vector B, and
equations (1) are solved in the rotated coordinate system for all
Zeeman sublevels of the Fg  =  2 and Fe  =  1 hyperfine levels.
With the quantisation axis along magnetic field vector,
two configurations allow different dipole-allowed transitions
between the Zeeman magnetic sublevels in the considered
atomic scheme (see figure 2 and the indicated different colours). For the first configuration A, the standing-wave field is
π-polarised and ∆m = 0 transitions are allowed, while the linearly polarised probe field introduces multiple Λ-schemes with
σ+ and σ− light components of equal strength. Conversely,
for the configuration B, for the probe field the selection rule
∆m = 0 stands, while for the standing-wave field the selection rules are ∆m = ±1.
We calculate the probe absorption coefficient Aprobe as an
imaginary part of the complex susceptibility tensor diagonal
elements. For the configuration A, with the probe field along
the y-axis, the probe absorption is calculated from:
 Aprobe = Im(χprobe ) = Im[

× (3ρe−1, g−1 + 2 3 ρe0, g0 + 3ρe1, g1)],

(5)

where Nc is the atom concentration, e is the elementary charge,
ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum and R = < Jg∥r→∥Je > is the
transition dipole matrix element.
3. Results and discussion
We calculate the localisation patterns, that is, the probe absorption versus the normalised positions (k swx or k swy) within the
λ λ

standing-wave range {− 2 , 2 }. To calculate the localisation
structures we use the same values of parameters for both configurations: the concentration of Rb atoms in the sample is
1

Nc = 1016 m3 , the relaxation rate is γ = 0.001 Γ and the spontaneous emission rate is Γ = 2π 5.750 06 MHz. The results are
analysed for the range of applied standing-wave and probe
field intensities (Isw and Iprobe, respectively) from 10−4 to
102 mW cm−2. We vary the magnetic field between 0 and 5 G,
staying in the vicinity of the EIT resonance.
Besides obtaining narrow structures in the localisation
pattern, important for an experimental realisation of atom
localisation is the ability to resolve the absorption levels in the
localisation pattern. Therefore, we analysed the behaviour of
the base-level, contrast and also full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the narrow peaks shown in the localisation patterns. In order to determine the structures in the localisation
pattern, we calculated extrema of the Aprobe versus k sw x (or
k swy) curve. The structure is defined by one of these extrema,
as its middle point, and its two adjacent extrema. The baselevel represents the minimal absorption of the structure and
the contrast is taken between the central and border extrema,
where we take the smaller value if the peak is asymmetric.
The FWHM is calculated as the width of the peak at half of
the contrast height.

ieRNc
(3 2 ρg−2, e−1 + 3ρg−1, e0
6 2 ε0E probe

+ 3 ρg0, e−1 + 3 ρg0, e1 + 3ρg1, e0 + 3 2 ρg2, e1)]

eRNc
6ε0E probe

(4)
3
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max

Figure 4. Configuration A: Aprobe versus k swy (a) and Aprobe versus B (b) for fields’ intensities I sw = 100 mW cm−2 and Iprobe = 10−3 mW

max
cm . The results in (a) are for magnetic fields B = 0, 2 and 4 G and in (b) for standing-wave intensities Isw = 0, 0.061, 0.26 and 1 I sw
.
max
max
2
The dashed line in (a) shows normalised standing-wave intensity Isw = I sw sin (k swy ). The curves in (b) for Isw = 0.061 and 0.26 I sw
correspond to the positions of four peaks in (a) for B  =  2 and 4 G, respectively.
−2

The behaviour of the probe absorption within the standingwave for different magnetic fields can be understood from
the dependence of the Zeeman EIT profile on the applied
standing-wave intensities. The results in figure 4(b) show the
dependence of probe absorption on the magnetic field at several positions within the standing-wave. The splitting of the
localisation peak for B ≠ 0 (figure 4(a)) is due to two overlapping EIT profiles and higher values of the probe absorption
away from the nodes, as shown in figure 4(b). The shift of the
localisation peaks towards the anti-nodes, the with increase
in magnetic field, can be attributed to EIT broadening. As
depicted in figure 4(b), as k swy approaches the anti-node, the
amplitude of EIT remains nearly constant, while the width of
EIT constantly increases with maximal absorption moving
towards higher magnetic fields.
The effects of the stronger probe field are given in figmax
= 100 mW cm−2 and Iprobe = 0.5 mW cm−2.
ure 5 for I sw
In figure 5(a) we present Aprobe versus k swy for magnetic
fields B = 0, 0.04, 0.2 and 1.8 G. The presented results suggest ways to control the localisation peaks’ contrast by small
magnetic fields. The localisation peaks are at the nodes of the
standing-wave and the peaks’ height gradually increases by
about five times as the magnetic field changes from B  =  0 to
B = 0.2 G. The observed increase in contrast is explained by
the high-contrast of EIT for Isw = 0 (shown in figure 5(b)).
The contrast of the localisation peaks in figure 5(a) increases
as long as the magnetic field is ‘inside’ the EIT transparency
window (B ⩽ 0.2 G), i.e. the increase of B weakens EIT, which
leads to higher absorption at the nodes of the standing-wave.
A further increase in the magnetic field leads to broadening of the localisation peaks in figure 5(a), while the result
for B = 1.8 G shows the formation of a much narrower peak
on top of the wider peak. The results in figure 5(b) for Isw > 0
show a similar effect to the results in figure 4(b), i.e. the EIT
amplitudes are at the same level and the width of the EIT peak

3.1. Configuration A

In configuration A, as shown in figure 1(a), standing-wave
→
→
electric vector Esw is parallel to the magnetic field B. In
figure 3 we present the results for the FWHM (a), base-level
(b) and contrast (c) of the localisation pattern structures for
max
, from 10−4 to 102 mW cm−2 given
intensities, Iprobe and I sw
on the logarithmic scale. The results presented here are for
three values of the magnetic field, B = 0, 2 and 4 G, while our
analysis includes more values. The results for the widths of
max
< 10−2 mW cm−2, informathe structures show that, for I sw
tion on the atom position is available in a very broad region,
λ
i.e. the localisation structures have FWHM ≈ 4 , which indimax
the
cates poor localisation precision. With the increase in I sw
−2
widths reduce and for Iprobe < 1 mW cm extremely narrow
structures can be obtained. The base level of the structures
strongly depends on the probe field intensity and is low for
Iprobe > 1 mW cm−2. The contrast of the localisation structures
max
is large and Iprobe is small. In the following,
is higher if I sw
we present some results from the previously discussed range
of intensities, which show efficient localisation and also the
effects of the magnetic field on the atom localisation.
In figure 4 we present the results for the probe absorption
versus normalised position (a) and versus magnetic field (b)
max
= 100 mW cm−2 and Iprobe = 10−3
for fields’ intensities I sw
mW cm−2. The localisation pattern in figure 4(a) for B  =  0
shows highly efficient localisation with two peaks within one
wavelength of the standing-wave, at the nodes of the standing-wave. With the increase in the magnetic field, one peak at
the node splits into two overlapped peaks, which reduces the
detection probability by half. More importantly, the results for
B ≠ 0 show that for this range of intensities the magnetic field
can be used to control the peak positions within the standingwave, i.e. the increase in magnetic field uniformly shifts the
positions of the four peaks from nodes towards the anti-nodes
of the standing-wave.
4
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max

Figure 5. Configuration A: Aprobe versus k swy (a) and Aprobe versus B (b) for fields’ intensities I sw = 100 mW cm−2 and Iprobe = 0.5 mW
−2

cm . The results in (a) are for magnetic fields B = 0, 0.04, 0.2 and 1.8 G and in (b) for standing-wave intensities Isw = 0, 0.015, 0.06 and
max
1 I sw
.

Figure 6. Results for configuration B: FWHM (a), base-level (b) and contrast (c) of the localisation patterns. The surfaces are drawn
for 3 values of the magnetic fields B = 0, 2 and 4 G, while the maximal standing wave and probe field intensities are from 10−4 to
102 mW cm−2.

max

Figure 7. Configuration B: Aprobe versus k sw x (a) and Aprobe versus B (b) for fields’ intensities Iprobe = 10−4 mW cm−2 and I sw = 10 mW cm−2.

The results in (a) are for magnetic fields B = 0, 1 and 2 G and in (b) for standing-wave intensities Isw = 0, 0.2 and 1
max
in (a) shows the normalised standing-wave intensity Isw = I sw
sin2(k sw x ).

increases with the standing-wave intensity. For a small range
of standing-wave intensities, the dependence of Aprobe versus B shows overlapping for values of B outside of the EIT

max
I sw
.

The dashed line

peaks indicating that the standing-wave intensity reached
saturation intensity [43], i.e. a further increase in Isw does not
lead to higher one-photon absorption. The above explains the
5
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max

Figure 8. Configuration B: Aprobe versus k sw x (a) and Aprobe versus B (b) for fields’ intensities Iprobe = 20 mW cm−2 and I sw = 1 mW

max
cm . The results in (a) are for magnetic fields B = 0, 2.5 and 3.5 G and in (b) for standing-wave intensities Isw = 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1 I sw
.
−2

max

Figure 9. Configuration B: Aprobe versus k sw x (a) and Aprobe versus B (b) for fields’ intensities Iprobe = 20 mW cm−2 and I sw = 100 mW cm−2.
max
Results in (a) are for magnetic fields B = 0, 1 and 3 G and in (b) for standing-wave intensities Isw = 0, 0.025, 0.5 and 1 I sw
.

nearly constant probe absorption around the nodes for value
B = 1.8 G in figure 5(a) and the formation of another narrow
peak.

In figure 7(a) we present the localisation patterns for
max
Iprobe = 10−4 mW cm−2 and I sw
= 10 mW cm−2 and for three
values of the magnetic field B = 0, 1 and 2 G. The results
show excellent atom localisation at the nodes of the standingwave. At and around the anti-nodes positions’ absorption is
completely suppressed due to high standing-wave intensities
exceeding the saturation intensity. The wide absorption maximum for Isw = 0 in figure 7(b) corresponds to one-photon
absorption since π-polarised light cannot induce EIT [41, 44].
The height of ther localisation peaks in figure 7(a) at the nodes
decreases slightly with the increase in B due to the shifts of
magnetic levels and lower absorption due to detuning from
the resonance. The localisation peaks are broadened for small
values of Isw or near the nodes, where EIT is weaker for larger
B (see figure 7(b)) resulting in a slight reduction in localisation efficiency.
Figure 8 shows the results when the probe field intensity is
higher than the standing-wave intensities, i.e. for Iprobe = 20
max
mW cm−2 and I sw
= 1 mW cm−2. The results in figure 8(a)

3.2. Configuration B

In configuration B, as presented in figure 1(b), the probe field
is oriented along the magnetic field and the quantisation axis.
Figure 6 shows the results for the FWHMs (a), base-contrast
(b) and contrast (c) of the localisation pattern structures. The
results for the structure widths show that the precision for atom
max
⩾ 10−2 mW cm−2.
localisation increases when intensity I sw
The base-level of the localisation structures is low if either
the field intensity is larger than 1 mW cm−2. The results for
the contrast suggest that the range Iprobe < 1 mW cm−2 and
max
I sw
> 10−2 mW cm−2 induces a higher contrast of localisation structures. In short, the results in figure 6 show good
localisation with high precision, low base-level and high conmax
trast for small Iprobe and large I sw
.
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show that for B  =  0 the localisation pattern represents a sinusoidal curve with poor localisation precision. The results presented here and for similar intensities indicate that an increase
in magnetic field can improve localisation due to a significant
increase in the structure’s contrast. At the nodes of the standing-wave, about 80% of the population is optically pumped to
the edge levels, g−1 and g+1 by the π-polarised probe field’s.
The standing-wave field allows ∆m = ±1 transitions too,
which causes redistribution among the Zeeman sublevels and
allows an increase in absorption at the positions between the
nodes.
In figure 9 we present the results for a much stronger standmax
ing-wave field, Iprobe = 20 mW cm−2 and I sw
= 100 mW cm−2.
As shown in figure 8(a), the peaks in the localisation pattern
for B  =  0 are very wide. The increase in magnetic field also
leads to the formation of narrow dips at the nodes’ position,
but a much stronger standing-wave creates four localisation
peaks near the nodes. Compared to the results in figure 8
probe absorption at the anti-nodes’ positions is at a lower level
(see figure 9(b)) due to a considerably stronger standing-wave
field which exceeds saturation intensity. The result when the
peak splits if the magnetic field is applied is similar to the
results in figure 4(a), although the presence of a magnetic field
here significantly improves localisation due to better detection
precision and the increase in the peaks’ contrast.
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